and Sumner [15] independently conjectured that if T is a tree, then Forb(T) is x-bounded. Gyrfs [4] has shown this to be the case when T is a path. Gyrfs, Szemer6di, and Tuza [8] verified the conjecture for triangle-free graphs in Forb(T) when T is a radius-two tree, and Kierstead and eenrice [11] extended this result by showing that Forb(T) is x-bounded whenever T has radius two.
Gyrf and Lehel [7] , [6] opened up an exciting and unexpected new area for study when they proved that Forb(P5) is on-line x-bounded, where Pn is a path on n vertices. They also showed that Forb(P6) is not on-line x-bounded. These results led to many interesting questions. The Gyrf-Lehel algorithm was quite complicated and gave a superexponential on-line x-binding function. They asked whether Forb(P5)
had an exponential on-line x-binding function and whether the simple algorithm FirstFit was an x-binding algorithm for Forb(P5). In this article we prove the following theorems. THEOREM 1.1. There exists an on-line algorithm A and an exponential function f(w) (4 1)/3 such that XA(G) _ f(w(G)), for any graph G E Forb(P5). THEOREM 2.1. Forb(P5) is XFF-bounded.
The smallest function known to be an (off-line) x-binding function for Forb(P5) is 2n. Our on-line x-binding function for Forb(P5) is within a power of two of this function. In light of the Gyrfs-Sumner conjecture, one is led to ask for which trees T, Forb(T) is on-line x-bounded. Since Forb(P6) is not on-line x-bounded, neither is Forb(T) if T has radius greater than two. The authors [13] have recently proved that Forb(T) is on-line x-bounded if T has radius at most two. Theorem 2.1, together with some observations of Gyrfs and Lehel [5] , allow us to characterize those trees T for which Forb(T) is XFF-bounded. For other trees T, we shall try to determine reasons why Forb(T) is not XFFbounded, in [11] Kierstead and Penrice showed that for any tree T and integer t, Forb(T, Kt,t) is XFF-bounded. This fact is used in [13] to prove that Forb(T) is online x-bounded for any radius-two tree T. However, the fact that a graph contains Kt,t does not explain why it might have a large First [16] showed that the class of interval graphs is XFF-bounded. Gyrfs and Lehel [5] gave an improved bound for this problem and introduced the notion of a wall, which we shall also use.
Recently Kierstead [10] showed that the binding function is linear. Interval graphs are cocomparability graphs of interval orders. The class of comparability graphs contains the class of trees and so is not on-line x-bounded. However, Kierstead [12] has proved that the class of comparability graphs of interval orders is XFF-bounded. A consequence of a theorem of Chvtal [2] is that First-Fit uses exactly w(G) colors to color G E Forb(P4), where T is the path on four vertices. ALGORITHM A(x, G<).
Find C, the connected component of xi in G, and set k w(C). 
Next we show that the algorithm produces a proper f(w(G))-coloring of G<, assuming the five claims above. Then we shall verify the claims. We argue by induction on w(G). If w(G) 1, then every point is isolated. Thus each x is assigned to the independent set $4,1 and colored f(1) 1. At each new level, we must add points to support all the points from higher levels already added to W. In order to ensure that regardless of how we later add points at lower levels, these new points will satisfy (*), we remove certain lower levels from consideration. This idea is formalized as follows. Stage s + 1. Suppose we have constructed V (v0,..., Vn}, In, and g such that:
(1) n<2,[I[_>j2-n,and Ig[=s; (2) (3) [P] wny is a wall which supports x and satisfies (*); Gyrf [4] : if a(G) < 3, then G Forb(Ph) and x(G) >_ (G)/2, and thus (R(w, 3)-1)/2 <: f(w). The result then follows from a well-known lower bound on R(3, w). The upper bound is only a small improvement on the on-line x-binding function presented here.
For trees T for which Forb(T) is not XFF-bounded, it may be possible to determine the reason why. We have previously noted that Forb(T, Kt,t) is XFF-bounded for any tree. However, this does not tell us why Forb(T) is not x-bounded. Our result that Forb(T, Bt) is x-bounded for T Dk or Pk,1 is more informative, since XFF(Bt) t.
It would be interesting to prove similar results for other trees. However, the following two negative examples show that some caution is in order.
GyrfAs and Lehel's proof [7] On the other hand, if the sets A1, A2,..., At are pairwise disjoint and independent whenever IJ il > 2, then we obtain a bipartite graph H which is the complement of a comparability graph (a cocomparability graph). In [9] , Kierstead used this example to show that First-Fit can be forced to use arbitrarily many cliques to cover a comparability graph with independence number two. Of course this implies that First-Fit can be forced to use arbitrarily many chains to cover a width-two ordered set.
